
Lower-caste singer inspires others to 

live without shame 
 

By Rama Lakshmi, The Washington Post 
October 5, 2016 

A new song by Ginni Mahi, 17, has become something of an anthem for many young people 
in India’s lower-caste communities. 
Jalandhar, India — For centuries in India, the hateful slur was hurled at the lower-caste community 
of leather tanners, regarded as “untouchables.” 
  

Now the younger generation in the community is embracing the word: “chamar.” A peppy hit 
song called “Danger Chamar” by Ginni Mahi, a college student and singer in the northern state of 
Punjab, has become something of an anthem, and it is being shared widely on social media by the 
young people in India’s marginalized lowercaste communities. 
 

Mahi is one of a handful of middle-class young Dalits, as members of that caste are known, who 
have sparked a movement by singing songs about caste and celebrating the heroes of the struggle 
against India’s centuries-old caste system. 

 
“I am proud to be a chamar, there is no shame in admitting it,” said Mahi, who is 17. Soft-spoken 

and wearing a traditional dress of glittery orange and green, she sat down for an interview recently at 
her family’s middle-class home. “The time has come to shake off the historical baggage and restore 
respect to this word. How long will we dread the word which has only fallen into our ears as an insult?” 

 
Most Dalits still struggle as landless farm laborers, live in segregated neighborhoods in villages 

and are too poor to afford smartphones or access the Internet. But decades of affirmative action 
policies have given birth to a vocal Dalit middle class in the cities. With education and newfound 
affluence, the syntax of their protest against caste is changing. 

 
In recent years, Dalit singers have taken back the word in the way African American rappers 

embraced the n-word. 
 
Lower-caste slurs like chamar have become a badge of pride to be displayed on T-shirts, caps, car 

stickers and tattoos. In Mahi’s song, she sings that chamars are more dangerous than weapons. Set to 
a folksy bhangra beat, the tune blares out of car stereos, wedding parties and Dalit pride events. 

 
This new movement is a long way from the historic 1989 law that protects Dalits against abuse 

and violence. It carries jail sentences of up to six months for upper-caste people if they use slurs like 
chamar. 

 
But such pride songs did not come out of the blue, says Dalit novelist Desraj Kali. In the past 

century, Dalit groups have staged several uprisings in Punjab, built their own temples and moved out 
of traditional occupations to start small businesses, join the army and serve in the government. During 



street protests against discrimination in 2006 and 2009, they became aware of their own strength, Kali 
said, setting the stage for a new era of community pride. 

 
“They began aggressively displaying the words ‘Son of a chamar’ on their cars and motorcycles,” 

Kali said. 
 
Mahi is the most famous and the newest entrant in this growing universe. She wears a tough 

leather jacket in her hit video, and she’s backed up by men flaunting muscles and tattoos and breaking 
bottles. 

 
In recent weeks, Dalit groups have protested across India against the beating of four men by a 

self-styled Hindu cow protection squad on the suspicion that they had killed a cow — an act many 
believe to be forbidden in the Hindu faith. 

 
“When people swing to my music, I want them to think about the abuse we continue to face,” 

said S.S. Azad, a pioneering singer in the genre. 
 
Mahi said she has not personally experienced abuse. But her most famous song was inspired when 

a high school classmate asked her, “What is your caste?” 
 
“That’s the most common question in India,” she says. When Mahi replied, her classmate said, 

“Oh, but chamars are dangerous.” 
 
Growing up, Mahi was a quiet and shy child, her father says. 
 
“We used to mockingly call her ‘voiceless,’ ” said Rakesh Mahi, a travel agent and activist. “Her 

teachers frequently complained to me about her silence in the classroom.” Music opened her up, she 
said. Mahi sang at the daily prayer sessions and competitions at school, becoming a teachers’ favorite. 

 
She began recording four years ago, but since the release of “Danger Chamar” and another hit 

song in February, Mahi has become a mini-celebrity. She juggles college studies, recording-studio 
visits, calls for stage shows and media interviews. Three months ago, she got her first eye makeup kit 
and a new iPhone. Her ambition is to sing in Bollywood movies, she says, in an industry notoriously 
low on Dalit representation. 

 
Not all Dalit singers are comfortable embracing caste identity. 
 
“My music says, ‘Enough now, end this disease called caste system,’ ” said Kabeer Shakya, the 

founder of the Dalit rock band Dhamma Wings in Mumbai. 
 
Mahi says caste pride is the first step toward that: “First you should be proud of who you are, 

then you rise up to destroy all caste identities. 
 



Why Are So Many Indian Arranged 
Marriages Successful? 
The upsides of relinquishing choice, deciding quickly, & lower expectations 

 

By Utpal Dholakia, Ph.D., Psychology Today 

November 24, 2015 

 

During my two plus decades living in the United States, I have seen many changes occur in my 

native India.  The country eradicated the scourge of polio, sent a rocket ship to Marson a shoestring 

budget, built modern highways crisscrossing the country, and flexed its economic muscles, raising 

tens of millions of people out of poverty. 

One phenomenon that hasn’t changed, however, and continues to puzzle and intrigue many people 

(including me) is the institution of the Indian arranged marriage. Even today, a vast majority of 

Indians and Indian Americans that I know, including family members, friends, acquaintances, and 

my students, many of them among the highest educated and westernized strata, choose an 

arranged marriage over a free-choice one. 

 

How does a modern Indian arranged 

marriage work? 

 

A typical modern arranged marriage works as 

follows. For both men and women, the 

individual’s parents or older family members 

screen for and find prospective mates for 

further consideration through their social circle, 

community, or by advertising on matrimonial 

websites or newspapers. There is an initial 

meeting in a family gathering, after which the 

couple has a few opportunities for chaperoned 

courtship. At this point if neither party has 

vetoed the match and if they are so inclined, 

they may spend some time together alone. And then it is time to make the decision. It is not unusual 

for the process from initial introduction to the final yes/ no decision to unfold within a few days. A 

2013 IPSOS survey found that 74% of young Indians (18-35 years old) prefer an arranged marriage 

over a free-choice one. Other sources report that as many as 90% of all Indian marriages are 

arranged. 

Figure 1 Source: Hindu Weddings North Indian. Flickr Licensed 
Under CC BY 2.0 



In this post, I want to explore two rather interesting and reliable statistics related to Indian arranged 

marriages. The first is that Indians have an astonishingly low divorce rate. Despite doubling in urban 

areas since 2007, only about 1 in 100 Indian marriages end in divorce. This is one of the lowest 

divorce rates in the world. Even more impressive is the second statistic, about the high levels of 

satisfaction reported by those in arranged marriages over the longer-term. 

A recent study of relationship outcomes among Indian-American couples married either through 

free-choice or arranged marriages for about a decade found absolutely no differences. Those in 

arranged marriages were just as satisfied with their marriage and loved their partner as intensely as 

those who wed through free-choice. Other studies have found similar results. Despite criticisms of 

self-selection and small sample sizes leveled against some of these studies, this is the best available 

evidence and it suggests that Indian arranged marriages are at least as successful as free-choice ones. 

How can this be? How can two people who barely know each other make such an important 

decision that will affect their joint futures so quickly? And even more surprising, how can a decision 

made this way lead to positive outcomes for so many couples? 

I want to propose three factors that might help explain this puzzle. These have to do with 

relinquishing difficult aspects of the choice, choosing with relatively little deliberation, and starting 

the relationship with lower expectations. Let’s look at each of these factors in detail. 

Relinquishing Difficult Aspects of the Choice 

From a decision making perspective, choosing a marriage partner through arrangement has at least 

two major advantages. The first is that people that one respects and trusts, AKA parents or elders 

prescreen the available options, leaving a small and manageable choice set. 

In free-choice marriage decisions, one of the 

hardest challenges is finding a good set of 

options to choose from. From those interested 

in marriage, complaints about how hard it is to 

find a good man or a good woman are 

commonplace. Just as problematic, when left to 

their own devices, people tend to use 

prescreening criteria that emphasize outward 

appearances (looks, possessions, etc.). These are 

short-term oriented but may not necessarily 

contribute to longer-term marital outcomes. 

For instance, social psychologists have found 

impressive evidence for “attractiveness 

matching” in which daters give heavy weight to physical attractiveness of potential partners, and 

favor those whose attractiveness is comparable to their own. 

Figure 2 Source: Eyes by blacksapphire Flickr Licensed Under CC 
BY 2.0 



A second difficult challenge is choice set size. The question of how many potential partners to date 

before marrying someone can be answered by math (the answer is the square root of n, where n is 

potential lifetime dates, the solution to the “optimal stopping problem”) or computation (made 

famous by the big data-driven process used by mathematician Chris McKinlay on OKCupid). But 

for most people, it is difficult to figure out when to stop searching and just as hard not to begin 

again once they have settled for chosen a partner. 

When a marriage is arranged, both these problems are solved. Prospects come vetted. What is more, 

they share many characteristics such as social class, religion, caste (yes, even today, for Hindus), and 

educational attainment that signal similarity and may be important predictors of longer-term 

marriage success. The vetting process also limits the choice set size and puts a grinding halt to 

further search once a choice is made. Making others you trust do all the hard work in the choice 

process pays off. 

Choice with Relatively Little Deliberation 

The conventional wisdom about decision making is that the more time and effort we spend in 

making a decision, especially for important issues, the better our decision will be and the happier we 

will be with the outcome. But this is not always the case.  There is a whole body of research that 

points to the exact opposite conclusion. It shows that for complex decisions, people are better 

served by not thinking too much and relying more on gut feelings. In one study of IKEA furniture 

shoppers, for example, researchers found that those who thought less about which furniture to buy 

were happier with it a few weeks later. Another negative consequence of thinking too hard about 

different options is that people get attached to them so that choosing one option produces regret at 

having lost out on others (what psychologists call as the “choosing feels like losing” effect). 

Nowhere is this truer than in dating and marriage decisions where potential partners may have 

different attractive qualities, and none may have all the qualities one is looking for. 

My hunch is that what applies to IKEA furniture also applies to choosing a husband or a wife. In an 

arranged marriage, the speed with which one must decide whether or not to marry the person they 

have been introduced to doesn’t leave much time for careful thinking or comparisons. Instead, it 

encourages going with one’s gut feelings about the partner, which in turn may leads to more 

satisfying outcomes. In free choice marriages, on the other hand, the long and elaborate dating 

process provides lots of time and opportunity to judge potential partners critically and deliberately, 

and long for the ones that got away. 

Starting the Relationship with Lower Expectations 

A third reason for positive outcomes in arranged marriages is the expectation level of participants. 

By and large, a couple entering an arranged marriage simply doesn’t know each other that well 

compared to those beginning free-choice marriages. (The only exception is a free-choice marriage to 

a stranger during a Las Vegas trip.) Consequently, the expectations from each other at the 



relationship’s outset will be lower. This is 

because in-depth knowledge is crucial to 

forming accurate expectations, and more 

knowledge produces higher expectations.  In 

Indian arranged marriages, in particular, many 

people give greater weight to compatibility and 

financial security over romantic love, further 

contributing to restrained expectations. As 

research on satisfaction judgments shows, 

when expectations are low, they are more likely 

to be met or exceeded, leaving the newly-wed 

highly satisfied. In a free-choice marriage, in 

contrast, high expectations often develop 

during an elaborate dating period, with the 

culture placing great weight on the romantic 

love ideal. This sets people up for a let-down after the honeymoon period is over. 

The Indian Arranged Marriage Puzzle in Cultural Context 

A terrific amount has been written about Indian arranged marriages, of course. While I focused on 

reasons why some aspects of its decision making process favor positive longer-term outcomes, I 

certainly don’t mean to suggest that this is a superior method of finding someone to marry. Rather, I 

see the positive outcomes as a puzzle. There are many important aspects of arranged marriage that I 

didn’t discuss such as its roots, supports, and long history in Indian culture that make it socially 

acceptable. But just as there are heartwarming success stories about marriages between strangers 

leading to lasting love, there are stories of exploitation and suffering of women. One could easily 

write a lengthy dissertation examining the negative aspects of Indian arranged marriages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Source: IMG_1732 by m-bot Flickr Licensed Under CC BY 
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New residents in search of  the 
new city 
Urban infrastructure needs to catch up with high-energy micro-
entrepreneurship 

 

By Rama Bijapurkar 

January 6, 2015 
 

Indian cities once used to have distinctive characteristics. There was beavering Mumbai, epitomised 

by the hordes milling in and out of train stations, and cabbies who would not bother to give up 

precious billable hours to molest a passenger, and the rich and famous living discreetly. In contrast, 

there was middle-class, government Delhi and powerful, political Delhi, where everyone understood 

their place in life and how best to signal it loudly. 

 

Kolkata was the bastion of genteel poverty and good manners, as seen from its decaying buildings 

and the way it cared for its women. Unlike Delhi, where women were traumatised with male 

harassment, in Kolkata, women were offered seats in crowded mini-buses and were treated like 

everybody’s mothers and sisters on the street. I once got into a taxi at Kolkata airport and said 

“Sonagachi ke paas,” and the driver clucked and said, “It isn’t a good place for you to go, can I take 

you somewhere else?” If I had said to a Mumbai cabbie “Kamathipura”, he would have taken me 

without even the slightest interest, except perhaps “Chutta hai na (I hope you have change)?” In 

Delhi, there would have been a gleam in the eye if I said “G.B. Road”, and the likely questions: 

“And how long will you be there? Shall I wait for you to take you back?” 

 

Hyderabad and Bangalore were the non-identical twins, not in a hurry to get anywhere. One the 

garden city of retirees and of those who wanted good quality, reasonably priced living, and were 

willing to give up the fast pace for it. The other had a naturally laid-back pace from another 

zamaana. I remember cycle- and auto-rickshaws with curtains to make them zenana and movie 

theatres with a zenana balcony section. Chennai was conservative in food, dress, art, everything — a 

city where, we used to joke, you had to go to sleep at 9pm so that you could wake up at 5am, when 

everyone was at their most energetic, noisiest best. There were seven or eight mini-metros as we 

called them, whose inhabitants believed they were small towners and liked it that way. Jaipur was 

different from Ahmedabad from Chandigarh from Pune. 

 

But the last two decades have seen a flattening out of these differences, and a uniform, sad sameness 

has crept in. We now think of city differences in terms of traffic intensity, pollution levels, rape 

numbers, top-end residential real estate prices, the number of migrants and slums, and the lack of 

parks for children. Just to get a perspective on our celebrated new urbanisation, “urban India” is a 



bewildering concoction of a few big cities and a large number of mostly faceless small towns and 

overgrown villages, which are classified as urban but are not so, the creation of a census definition 

that says villages must have most of their men employed in agriculture. The largest 18 towns have 30 

per cent of urban India’s population, the largest 53 have about 43 per cent. The remaining 57 per 

cent is almost equally divided between 418 small towns and 7,467 tiny towns, about half declared 

urban and the other half being in that twilight zone of neither rural nor urban, charmingly called 

“Census Towns”. An even more disheartening statistic is that, in the top 53 cities, about 16 per cent 

of the population lives in slums. 

 

But in all this squalor and chaos, there is a wonderful new phenomenon that has emerged and is 

growing by leaps and bounds in all towns. It is the rise of entrepreneurial ventures — even the 

smallest town very quickly gets its path lab, nursing home, Indianised foreign food restaurant, a 

jazzed-up local-food eatery, some version of a mall, a multiplex and, of course, beauty parlours. 

Even more heartening is the rise of micro entrepreneurs, who provide a variety of services to people 

in the city, and women are as active as men here. 

 

What takes your breath away is the entrepreneurial energy, especially the intellectual energy, they 

bring to their work. Every day, they try to go up the value chain, add some bell or whistle or home 

delivery version, or use the internet to increase revenue. The amount of learning that happens here is 

very impressive. The tailor who makes your curtains and upholstery will nudge you — do you want 

“normal” or blinds or (pulling out a tattered book) Victorian drapes, and do you want fabric blinds, 

or maybe imported bamboo or roller blinds? He has learnt from other places, other people, and it is 

staggering how up-to-date he is in a continuously changing world, and how confident, too, of his 

new abilities. 

 

The chap who walks a bunch of dogs leverages his customer-base to go into pet grooming (even the 

vocabulary is regularly refreshed), telling you exactly what kind of extra tuition your spoilt pet needs 

to behave. The vegetable vendor now stocks parsley and thyme and tells you how to cook some of 

these foreign vegetables, such as zucchini. He has learnt from customers whose share of increased 

spend he lost to the supermarket across the road. Mine said to me, “I keep rocket leaves also (earlier 

it was just salad ka patta, now he has learnt to differentiate between them),” and then, instead of 

packaged leaves, he took out a loose bundle, weighed and gave it to me at a better price. He had 

managed to trace the source of this product and compete quite well! Tailors have learnt as well from 

the big shops and widened their offerings and advice. Even the humble resizing tailor has learnt how 

to work with ever-changing fashions, as memsahibs give away newer clothes and the recipients are 

young and fastidious about the fit. 

 

Food is an area where micro-entrepreneurs thrive — they supply everything you can think of, 

cooked in every way, to shops and individuals. If you work late, someone is ready to send you late 

dinner; if you are on a specific diet, that’s no problem; and shops are increasingly stocking ready-to-



eat food, coming from some smart lady’s kitchen. And yes, she too is ceaselessly experimenting and 

thinking about what would add value to the customer and make her pay more. 

 

This learning energy is displayed by domestic help, too. They embrace gadgets and learn how to use 

them with alacrity, as do drivers who have learnt to use GPS or to adapt to new cars with new 

features all the time. Even the maalish waali bai is now a spa therapist and can tell you about 

“points” (acupressure) and exfoliation, without missing a beat. And it is only in large cities that you 

see heartening examples all the time of upward mobility. The tailor’s daughter who is in final-year 

CA, the domestic help’s son who repairs laptops, and many more such examples. When our city 

infrastructure catches up with this new world of high-energy micro-entrepreneurship, watch the 

dazzle of smiles and the jingle of more money in more pockets! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dharma, Markets and Indian Capitalism 
 

By Gurcharan Das, Paper for the Conference on Markets & Morals, New Delhi 

January 5, 2014 

 

Some nations seem to possess a code word which, like a key, unlocks the secrets of the country. 

That word is ‘liberty’ in America’s case; égalité, ‘equality’, in the case of France; for India it is 

‘dharma’. Some of the best and the worst deeds in these nations can only be understood when seen 

through the lens of its code word. 

Dharma provides the underlying norms of a society. It creates obligations for citizens and rulers and 

brings a degree of coherence to our everyday life. Dharma's approach is not to seek moral 

perfection, which leads inevitably to theocracy or dictatorship. It is pragmatic and hence eminently 

suited to comprehend exchanges in the market place and public policy. Dharma’s world of moral 

haziness and uncertainty is far closer to our experience as ordinary human beings than the narrow 

and rigid positions that define debate in these post-9/11 fundamentalist times. 

The idea that an ancient Indian concept might offer insight into the nature of markets is, on the face 

of it, bizarre. But this is precisely what I intend to show in this essay. The word ‘dharma’ is 

employed sixty-four times in the first text on the Indian subcontinent, the Rig Veda, created around 

1500 BCE, and I believe it is capable of deepening our understanding of the market system, 

especially its relationship to morality. While focusing on this relationship I shall also provide the 

context—both historical and contemporary—to the place of markets on the Indian subcontinent. 

What is Dharma? 

Dharma is a frustrating, almost untranslatable word. Duty, goodness, justice, and law have 

something to do with it, but they all fall short. Dharma is chiefly concerned with doing the right 

thing both in the private and the public life. It derives from the Sanskrit root dhṛ, meaning to 

'sustain’ or ‘hold up’ like a foundation. It is the moral law that sustains an individual, a society and 

the cosmos (a bit like maat in ancient Egypt). From this root, dharma carries the connotations of 

balance, trust and harmony. At an individual level, it means ‘moral well-being’, and was elevated to 

one of the four goals of the good life in classical India, along with artha, ‘material well-being’, kama, 

‘sexual well-being’, and moksha, ‘spiritual well-being.’ 

When individuals behave with dharma they create trust in society and harmony in the cosmic order. 

‘The god Indra then showers sweet rain and the seasons follow; harvests are bountiful, and the 

people thrive.’ (Mahabharata 1.58.14). The ideal that continues to exist in the Indian imagination is 

that of a ruler guided by dharma. Hence, the outraged reaction of the Indian people to the 

corruption scandals during the Congress led government between 2011 to 2014 was: ‘Dharma has 

been wounded.’ 



Just as America’s founding fathers were obsessed with liberty, so were many of India’s founders 

attached to dharma, so much so that they placed the dharmachakra, ‘the wheel of dharma’ in the 

centre of the nation’s flag and the great scholar P.V. Kane, referred to the Constitution as a ‘dharma 

text’. For these men and women, nation-building project was a profoundly moral project. Dharmais 

pragmatic, viewing men and women as sociable but imperfect with strong passions that need to be 

restrained. 

Where Does Dharma Come From? 

Unlike the Abrahamic religions, morality did not originate with God in Hinduism. Atharva-vedasays 

that dharma began in ‘the old customary order’ [18.3.1], a view that is not dissimilar to Plato’s belief 

that morality originated in custom. In the classical dharma texts, no one looks to God as an 

authority on dharma. If God is not an authority, then who is? In his influential law book from the 

2nd c AD, Manu cited plural authorities: ‘The root of dharma is the entire Veda, the tradition and 

customs of those who know the Vedas, the conduct of virtuous people, and what is satisfactory to 

oneself.[ 2.6] 

But the epic, Mahabharata, in its typically skeptical way, challenges Manu and questions if the Vedas 

can be arbiters of true dharma: ‘In the opinion of the world the words of the Vedas are 

contradictory. How can there be scriptural authority over whether something is a true conclusion or 

not when such contradiction exists?’ [12.34,10] The epic also wonders if the wise can be relied upon 

to be authorities on dharma: ‘intelligence appears differently in different men. They all take delight in 

their own different understanding of things. [X.3.3] 

If God is not the arbiter of dharma, and if the Vedas are contradictory, and if wise persons cannot 

agree about right and wrong, where does it leave the ordinary individual? Kulluka, who wrote a 

commentary in the 15th century on Manu’s verse quoted above, declares that the ‘satisfaction of the 

mind is the only authority in cases of conflicting alternatives’. The classical poet, Kalidasa, who lived 

in the 5th c. ACE, was of the same view: ‘In matters where doubt intervenes, the [natural] 

inclination of the heart of the good person becomes the ‘authority’ or the decisive factor.’[I.22] In 

this view, dharma seems to depend more on reason rather than on blind faith. This is why it is 

sometimes difficult to judge right and wrong actions as the world is not black and white and comes 

in many shades. 

Merchants, Markets, and Kings 

That India is rising in the twenty-first century on the back of free markets is not surprising. It has a 

long tradition of encouraging and promoting markets. Since ancient times the merchant was a 

respected member of society, one of the ‘twice born’, a high caste in the social hierarchy. Merchants 

and bazaars, however, emerged even earlier as centers of exchange in the towns of the Indus Valley 

(3300–1500 BCE) or even in the Neolithic age, soon after Indians first engaged in agriculture and 

there was a surplus. 

India historically had a weak state but a strong society, unlike China, which had a strong state and a 

weak society. India’s history has been that of warring kingdoms and China’s is that of empires. Early 



on dharma placed limits on the power of rulers. Unlike the Chinese emperor who was the source 

and the interpreter of the law, dharma in India existed prior to the Raja or king, who was expected 

to ‘uphold dharma for the benefit of the people’; the Brahmin, not the Raja was the interpreter of 

dharma; thus a ‘liberal’ division of powers was created early in Indian history which placed a check 

on state power, and weakened the power of the state. Oppression did not generally come from the 

state but from society (particularly from the Brahmins). And the answer to that oppression was a 

guru, like the Buddha, who came along periodically to deliver the people from the Brahmins. 

Because the state was weak, regulation in India was generally light. An exception to this was the 

heavily regulated state in the political economy text, the Arthashastra. The king’s dharma, we are told 

in the Mahabharata, was to nurture the productive forces in society, including the market: ‘The king, 

O Bharata, should always act in such a way towards the vaishyas [merchants, commoners] so that 

their productive powers may be enhanced. Vaishyas increase the strength of a kingdom, improve its 

agriculture, and develop its trade. A wise king levies mild taxes upon them’ (Mahabharata, XII.87). 

Practical advice indeed—for otherwise, the epic goes on to suggest, vaishyas will shift to 

neighbouring kingdoms and the king will lose his tax base. 

There was purpose to economic activity and the ancients were acutely aware of it when they 

posited artha, ‘material well-being’, as one of the goals of life. They believed that the pursuit of 

money was proper because it created the material conditions for the pursuit of other goals. That 

good life also had other goals, in particular, dharma, ‘moral well-being’, which was higher thanartha. 

This meant that there was a right and a wrong way to pursue wealth. Moreover, the pursuit of artha 

was meant to make the world a better place. In today’s language we might interpret this to mean that 

business has a purpose—to lead a society from poverty to prosperity. 

The merchant was generally well thought of. He is often the hero in the animal and human stories of 

the Panchatantra, Hitopadesha and the Kathasaritsagara, which travelled to the West via the Arabs, 

some of them becoming part of Aesop’s Fables. In them the merchant is often a figure of sympathy 

and other times of fun. The Mahabharata speaks of Tuladhara, a respected trader of spices and 

juices in Varanasi, who surprisingly instructs an arrogant, high Brahmin about dharma and on how 

to live. Speaking modestly, he compares his life as a merchant to a ‘twig borne along in a stream that 

randomly joins up with some other pieces of wood, and from here and there, with straw, wood and 

refuse, from time to time’. The analogy of the twig brings to mind the picture of a real-life trader in a 

competitive market who has multiple suppliers and buyers, and whose gains and losses, prices are 

not under his control but depend on the impersonal forces of the market. 

There is an irony here--a petty trader is teaching a high caste Brahmin how to live. The worldly 

merchant, who presumably ought to covet wealth, is being held up as a model of behaviour for a 

forest dwelling ascetic. Tuladhara is happy to go with the flow like a twig, suggesting in this case that 

a person who is distrustful of worldly achievement is less likely to step on the toes of others and be 

less violent. 

Ancient India seems to present a world quite different world from that of ‘Oriental despotism’, a 

term that the ancient Greeks used contemptuously to refer to the states of Asia and the Middle East, 



and particularly their enemy, the Persian Empire, where ‘the king owned all and everyone was his 

slave’. By characterizing Asians in this manner, the Greeks were flattering themselves--they were 

contrasting their own status as free citizens versus slavish Asian states. Marx took up the idea of 

Oriental despotism, calling it the ‘Asiatic mode of production’ to explain why ‘Asia fell asleep in 

history’. The Asiatic mode referred in particular to the agrarian empires of ancient Egypt and China, 

where an absolute ruler often farmed out the right to collect tribute from peasants to a hierarchy of 

petty officials, and where extorting tribute from village communities became the mode of 

enrichment for the ruling nobility. 

It was Megasthenes (ca. 350 – 290 BCE), the Greek ambassador to the Maurya court in India, who 

created the confusion, suggesting that Indian kings owned the entire land of the country. But 

Megasthenes was not a reliable reporter, and some of what he wrote was fantastic nonsense, 

including an account of gold digging ants in India that were the size of foxes. When the British came 

to India they continued the historical mistake, believing that India too was under ‘Oriental 

despotism’, and this guided their thinking about land tenure with some terrible consequences. The 

recent work of historians suggests that property rights to land were generally more secure in India 

and the major Eurasian agrarian societies--China, Japan, Ottoman Empire, and Europe—than was 

once believed. 

Dharma and Morality of the Market 

The notion of dharma, as it emerges from the normative dharma texts, seems to provide the 

underlying values and norms of society. Because it is shared, dharma gives people the confidence to 

cooperate with strangers. It acts like invisible glue between transacting persons in the marketplace, 

allowing them to trust each other. The same glue also holds society together, bringing a degree of 

coherence and predictability to the uncertain lives of human beings. 

Although the Sanskrit word ‘dharma’ sometimes appears to be synonymous with the English word 

‘moral’—and up to a point, this is true—but dharma, in fact, carries a lot of rich connotations that 

go beyond the English word. It contains the notions of ‘trust’, ‘harmony’, ‘balance‘, restraint’, 

‘justice’, 'sustain’—all of which can hopefully help in deepening our understanding of the moral 

aspects of the market. For example, the idea of ‘glue’ above derives from the connotation of ‘trust’. 

Of course, dharma in Sanskrit goes beyond its moral connotations to mean other things, for 

example, the idea of ‘the unique property’: thus, ‘the dharma of fire is to burn’. But this is not 

relevant here and it should not detain us. 

At the heart of the market system is the idea of exchange between ordinary, self-interested human 

beings, who seek to advance their interests peacefully in the marketplace. Dharma places restraints 

on buyers and sellers. Because you are a person of dharma, I readily accept a check from you. In the 

same way a taxi driver stops and takes me in as a passenger because he knows that the restraint of 

dharma will ensure that he will get paid at the journey’s end. Thus, millions of transactions in the 

global economy are conducted daily based on this shared belief. 



I trust the woman who sells fruit to me regularly in the market near my house in Delhi. She claimed 

one day that she had received exceptionally good mangoes but they were expensive because of their 

higher quality. I reluctantly bought the mangoes but unfortunately they turned out to be bad. I 

promptly punished her by shifting my allegiance to her competitor. Not only did she lose my custom 

but I also told half a dozen friends and neighbours. All of us shared similar stories of her behaviour. 

As word of mouth spread, she came to be known as a person of low dharma, and lost market share. 

Thus, the market corrected bad behaviour. 

Every purchase manager has the temptation to squeeze his supplier. If he does not treat the supplier 

with dharma and gives him a fair price, his own company will suffer when the supplier delivers sub-

standard components. On the other hand, the market rewards good behaviour on the part of a 

company that treats its employees well. The best will want to join such a firm, and with the influx of 

talent it will be rewarded with high performance and market share. A person or a firm of high 

dharma will be rewarded with a good reputation. Smart businessmen know this and work incessantly 

to improve their reputation. Thus, markets are not only efficient but they also reinforce good 

behaviour. 

The market system depends ultimately not on laws but on the self-restraint of individuals. Dharma 

provides that restraint in order for people to behave with tolerance and respect. However, there are 

limits. Bhishma instructs Yudhishthira in the Mahabharata about the importance of danda, the 

‘rod’of the state to punish those of low dharma. Even the most peaceful, dharmic ruler must then 

exercise force. The epic says that when dharma is low in a society, the dependence on danda or 

intrusive regulation rises. A society where dharma is weak suffers from pervasive corruption of 

public officials and ineffective public administration. 

Such a situation is painfully obvious in contemporary India where public institutions of 

governance—the bureaucracy, the police and the judiciary—continue to fail to enforce the law. Why 

should it take fifteen years to get justice in the courts? This is because people of low dharma find 

ways to manipulate the courts and the police. The reform of these institutions is a key unfinished 

agenda of reform is contemporary India today. 

Too many tend to blame the market for the pervasive corruption, especially in high places, calling it 

‘crony capitalism’. The opposite, in fact, is the case. Corruption exists only in the unreformed sectors 

of the economy where public officials still have discretionary authority over economic decisions. 

This too is part of incomplete reform program. 

From Global Trader to Socialist 

With a five-thousand-mile coastline, India was historically a vigorous trading power and in some 

periods commanded as much as twenty five per cent share of world trade, according to Angus 

Maddison. If you had stood at the famous port of Muziris in Kerala two thousand years ago, you 

would see a ship arriving laden with gold and silver. Every day a ship from the Roman Empire 

landed in a South Indian port where it picked up fine Indian cottons, spices, and luxuries. But 

Indians did not care for what the Romans brought, and since accounts had to be settled, they were 



settled with gold and silver. Back home, Roman senators grumbled that their women used too many 

Indian luxuries, spices and fine cottons and two-thirds of Rome’s bullion was being lost to India. 

Pliny, the Elder, in 77 CE called India a ‘sink of the world’s precious metal’in his encyclopaedic 

work Naturalis Historia. One South Indian king even sent an embassy to Rome to discuss the 

empire’s balance of payments problems. 

Fifteen hundred years later, after the Europeans rediscovered India, the Portuguese had the same 

complaint: their gold and silver from South America was being drained in the trade with India. The 

British Parliament echoed this refrain in the 17th century. Indian textiles and spices changed culinary 

tastes and clothing habits around the world. Europeans began to wear underwear only in the 

17th century when they discovered soft and affordable Indian cloth brought by the East India 

Company. The names of luxury textiles—calico, muslin, chintz, bandana—gradually entered into 

European languages. Bernier's compatriot Baron de Montesquieu summed up the situation in 1748: 

'Every nation, that ever traded with the Indies, has constantly carried bullion, and brought 

merchandises in return . . . They want, therefore, nothing but our bullion.’ 

India’s power has always been ‘soft’, not expressed through military conquest but in the export of 

goods and ideas. The Sanskrit scholar, Sheldon Pollock, reminds us in The Language of the Gods in 

the World of Men that between the fourth and twelfth centuries the influence of India spread across 

Southeast and Central Asia. Across the vast area, Sanskrit became the language of the courts, 

government and literature much like Latin in medieval Europe. The elitein East spoke different 

languages but used Sanskrit to communicate across the border. We are not sure exactly how Indian 

culture travelled but most likely it was through trade. Tamil literature describes seafaring merchants 

sailing to distant places like Java in search of gold. Their ships also carried Brahmin priests and 

Buddhist monks. The historian, Michael Wood, summed it up well: ‘History is full of Empires of the 

Sword, but India alone created an Empire of the Spirit.’ 

India generally had a positive balance of trade with the world until the Industrial Revolution in 

nineteenth century England when the mills of Lancashire made handloom textiles technologically 

obsolete. As India was the world’s leading exporter, Indian weavers suffered the most. Indian 

nationalists blamed their plight on trade, the East India Company and the British Raj. But the truth 

is that handmade textiles could not compete with machine made ones and handlooms died 

everywhere. After Independence in 1947, Indians forgot their great trading past, closed their borders 

in the name of a bogus idea called ‘import substitution’, and denied themselves the prosperity that 

emerged in the world after the Second World War. 

At the same time, a dirigiste, socialist state emerged in India (as it did in much of the world). In 

Indian it was largely thanks to Jawaharlal Nehru and the influence of Fabian socialism, but ironically 

socialism was out of character with the historical temper of the country. The socialist anomaly 

persisted for four long decades between 1950 and 1990 as India tried to industrialize through the 

agency of the state by placing the public sector at the ‘commanding heights’ while stifling private 

enterprise with the worst controls in the world that came to be called License Raj. Not surprisingly it 



failed. The Indian state did not have the capacity to manage a command economy, nor was a 

centralized bureaucratic state in keeping with the country’s decentralized systems. 

Capitalism, Indian Style 

Facing bankruptcy, India made a U-turn in 1991 through a series of reforms that dismantled socialist 

institutions and replaced them with market oriented ones. More than two decades of capitalist 

growth has made India the second fastest growing economy in the world. During these years, India 

experienced a ‘golden decade’ of growth from 2002 to 2012 when GDP growth averaged over eight 

per cent a year and lifted millions out of poverty, falsifying the old prophecy of the License Raj that 

markets would impoverish the working class. The middle class also grew explosively after the 

economic reforms--from around twelve per cent of the population to around a third—and gradually 

it began to change the country’s rhetoric towards middle class aspirations for a better life. True to its 

history and its temper, India is today rising from ‘below’, almost despite the state, unlike China 

whose success has been scripted from ‘above’ by an amazing, technocratic state that has built 

extraordinary infrastructure. 

Freed of the shackles of the Licence Raj Indian entrepreneurs responded, even beyond the most 

optimistic hopes of the reformers. By 2010, there were over 150 companies with a market 

capitalization of over a billion dollars; foreigners had invested in over a thousand Indian companies 

via the stock market over the past decade; 150 international companies had research and 

development centres in India—a testament to its human capital; 390 out of the Fortune 500 

companies had outsourced software development or business processes to India. Twenty-five Indian 

companies were globally competitive, and another twenty were on their way, and a few were 

expected to become recognizable brands globally in the next decade. Because some sectors of the 

economy are unreformed, ‘robber barons’ emerged, especially in the Congress led government 

between 2010 and 2014. 

If Indians won their political freedom in August 1947 and their economic freedom in July 1991, they 

attained dignity in May 2014. This was the significance of Narendra Modi's landslide victory. The 

hopes and dreams of an aspiring middle class were affirmed for the first time in India’s history. 

Modi made millions believe that their future was open, not predetermined, and could be altered by 

their own actions. In her book, Bourgeois Dignity, Deirdre McCloskey, explains that the same thing 

happened during the ‘great transformation’ in the 18th and 19thcenturies in the West when the 

industrial revolution created a middle class that changed the master narrative of western societies. 

That narrative is incomplete in India. Many Indians still believe that the market makes ‘the rich 

richer and the poor poorer’ and leads to corruption and crony capitalism. Despite the market having 

generated broad spread prosperity over two decades, people still distrust it and the nation continues 

to reform by stealth. India continues to reform furtively because no political party has bothered to 

explain the difference between being ‘pro-market’ and ‘pro-business’, leaving people with the 

impression that liberal reform mostly helps the rich. They do not understand that being pro-market 

is to believe in competition, which helps keep prices low, raise the quality of products, and leads to a 

‘rules based capitalism’ that serves everyone. To be pro-business, on the other hand, means to allow 



politicians and officials to retain power over licenses, which distorts the market’s authority over 

economic decisions and this leads to ‘crony capitalism’. This confusion explains the timidity of 

reform and prevents India from performing to its potential. 

The blame lies partly with the reformers who have not ‘sold’ the competitive market as Margaret 

Thatcher did in Britain. The job fell primarily on our chief reformer, former Prime Minister 

Manmohan Singh. But he did not even succeed in selling economic reforms to Sonia Gandhi and his 

own party, the Congress, which ruled over India with its allies from 2004 to 2014. It was able to 

make a false trade-off between growth and equity. After its victory in 2004, the Congress party 

concluded that India's free-market reforms were not helping the poor and so it changed the 

government’s focus to spending on welfare under a seductive slogan, ‘inclusive growth’. Instead of 

building roads and other infrastructure, it turned its energy to guaranteeing 100 days of employment 

to the poor, giving cheap energy, waiving loans to farmers, and enacting a food security law that 

would guarantee food to two thirds of India’s population at ten per cent of the market price. 

Approvals for new projects came to a virtual halt, mostly on environmental grounds. As a result, 

investors lost confidence; inflation rose partly because spending was not backed by production; 

growth plummeted, millions of lost were jobs, and hopes dashed for millions of young people. 

It is puzzling that India should offer astonishing religious and political freedom but fail when it 

comes to economic freedom. In a country where two out of five people are self-employed, it takes 

42 days to start a business and the entrepreneur is a victim of endless red tape and corrupt 

inspectors. No wonder, India ranked 119 on the global ‘freedom index’ and 134 on the ‘ease of 

doing business’ in 2013. It is unhealthy for India to be reforming by stealth after more two decades 

of economic reform. Fortunately, India now has in Narendra Modi an outstanding salesman of ideas 

who could transform the master narrative of its political economy. When he talks about 

making vikas, ‘development’, a jan andolan, ‘mass movement’, he should go a step further and 

explain how vikas happens via an ‘invisible hand’ in a free market democracy. India needs to fill the 

empty political space at the right of centre in Indian politics. Modi must ‘sell’ his reforms--especially 

to the ‘cultural right’ in his party. It might help him if he used the language of the nationalist right 

and appeal to India’s great trading past. Not speak about Adam Smith’s market but the famed 

market of Hampi. To explain the value of low tax rates, he should appeal to the Arthashastra 

where rajdharma dictates that the righteous share of the king is shatbhaga, ‘one-sixth’ or a fifteen per 

cent tax rate. 

Unlike the mood of diminished expectations in the West, it is an age of rising expectations in the 

East. History will remember this age by the rise of China and India based on the liberal economic 

idea of the market. But it is a work in progress. If these two countries want to truly become 

developed nations, China has to eventually fix its politics and India has to fix its governance. 

Otherwise, both will get stuck in what economists call the ‘middle income trap’. Meanwhile, the rise 

of a third of humanity is good news in another sense--it proves once again that free trade and 

multiplying connections to the global economy are pathways to lasting prosperity. 

 



Management Mythos: Wisdom lies in 
appreciating wealth 
 

By Devdutt Pattanaik 

September 20 2013 

 

Lakshmi is the goddess of wealth. She is the most popular goddess in India. Her image can be seen 

in Buddhist, Jain and Hindu shrines. Her image can be seen in cash counters and business 

establishments across India. She is seen seated on a lotus, holding lotus flowers and a pot of grain, 

with gold coins emerging from her palm. We don't learn about her in Business Schools though as 

she is part of religion. But a study of this goddess enables us to understand how ancient Indians 

thought about wealth and economics.  

 

There are many who keep telling me: 'actually' Lakshmi is not just about money, she is also about ..... 

This stems from the Indian discomfort with money that can be (allegedly) traced to Gandhian 

philosophy and to monastic orders of India. We read comic books where saints fall ill when they 

touch money. We are told that men and women who shun money are sages, holier than the rest, and 

closer to God. This is extremely peculiar, considering that Lakshmi is a goddess, the beloved of 

Vishnu, the preserver of the world. Vishnu is popularly worshipped as Shri-nath and Tiru-pati which 

means lord of affluence and abundance.  

 

Wisdom is all about appreciating wealth in its context, not denying wealth. As Indians, we have lost 

the wisdom of appreciating wealth. In the Puranas, it is said Vishnu always attracts wealth. That is 

why his abode, Vaikuntha, is the land of happiness; it's a playground or ranga-bhoomi. Contrast this 

with Swarga, the paradise of Indra, king of the devas, who is constantly fighting asuras. His abode of 

rana-bhoomi or battleground as he chases Lakshmi and tries to prevent the asuras from taking her 

away.  

 

Let us not look at this a silly children's story, or a dangerous religious concept. Let us look at this as 

an idea -happiness comes when Lakshmi walks our way not when we seek to grab her. So now the 

question, is India today Swarga or Vaikuntha. We will quickly say, certainly not Swarga. But that is 

not true. We have many rich people and rich companies in the land. Phenomenally successful. But 

they are all under siege constantly battling workers, courts, regulators, struggling to get land from 

villagers and licenses from the government. They are in the battlefield, like Indra. We don't attract 

investments, so we are not Vaikuntha. But we are constantly fighting starvation despite bumper 

harvests; we are Swarga. That is why Indra is not worshipped, Vishnu is. That is why India is not 

celebrated. Investors seek Vaikuntha where they feel their wealth will be protected and their wealth 

will grow. They seek Vishnu.  

 

The fundamental difference between Indra and Vishnu is that Indra only thinks of himself and his 

shareholders. They all feel entitled, like shareholders. Vishnu thinks of everyone - employees, 



customers, shareholders, vendors, society at large, in other words stakeholders. A very large 

multinational firm recently informed me that they now think 'smart' because they want to think 

holistically, taking into consideration society at large in their strategic decisions, but it is tough as the 

shareholders want their profit. Here we see the great struggle of Indra trying to be Vishnu. We want 

Vaikuntha, but we can't let go of Swarga.  

 

Devdutt Pattanaik is the author of 'Business Sutra — a very Indian approach to 

management' 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Why India has a big problem, and it’s 

got to do with small cities 
 

By Ruchir Sharma, The Times of India 

Jauary 19, 2016 

 
When I visited Bangkok in early 2010, the city was still reeling from the running conflict between 

political parties representing the capital elite on one side and the impoverished provinces on the 

other. Locals said the roots of the trouble could be summed up in one number: The 10-million-plus 

population of central Bangkok is more than ten times larger than the population of the country’s 

second-largest city, Chiang Mai. A ratio that lopsided is highly unusual for a country Thailand’s size, 

reflecting the dominance of a capital city where the military, political and royal elite have held court 

for decades, seeding discontent in the neglected provinces. 

Since that visit to Bangkok, I have focused on the importance of second cities to a nation’s 
development and have incorporated an analysis of urban populations into my ten rules for 
anticipating the rise and fall of nations. The way a country sustains economic momentum is by 
maintaining a healthy balance of growth between geographic regions and income groups, with 
pragmatic reformers in leadership roles, a state that does not meddle too much and instead 
encourages a steady flow of investment in factories, roads and other urban infrastructure. While the 
rise of second cities tends to reflect healthy balance on other rules, with smart leaders mobilizing 
state resources to encourage urbanization, the opposite is also true. India for example has a severe 
problem developing second-tier cities, which reflects some of the nation’s basic flaws, including a 
state that meddles too much, and a track record of spending too much on subsidies and too little on 
building factories and ports, the anchors of modern urban development. 

I researched the balance of urban power across the world, and found that in most countries in 
Thailand’s size class, with 20 million to 100 million people, the population of the largest city 
outnumbers the second city by around three to one, or less. That three-to-one rule held in the past 
and still holds today for the urban centres of the “Asian miracle” economies, including Tokyo and 
Osaka in Japan, Seoul and Busan in South Korea, and Taipei and Kaohsiung in Taiwan. It holds 
today for 15 of the 20 major midsize emerging nations, from Poland to Vietnam. It also holds for 
five of the seven midsized developed countries, from Canada to Germany. 

Because India is more a continent than a country, the same analysis applies to its individual states, 
which are as varied in language and culture as the nations of Europe, and often more populous. The 
three-to-one ratio holds in 11 of the 15 Indian states with populations between 20 and 100 million, 
ranging from Haryana to Madhya Pradesh, where the largest city, Indore, is only slightly more 
populous than the second largest, Bhopal. 

My sense is that any midsize emerging nation where the capital is significantly more than three times 
larger than the second city faces a risk of Thai-style political instability driven by regional conflict, 



and such an imbalance is a drag on growth. Today only five major midsize emerging economies 
stand in clear violation of the three-to-one rule: Thailand, Malaysia, Chile, Argentina, and Peru. In 
Thailand, Bangkok accounts for about 15% of Thailand’s 68 million people, but about 40% of 
GDP, so it’s not surprising angry farmers are often protesting in the capital, demanding more power 
and influence. In India, the state of Assam is slightly out of balance with a ratio of four to one, but 
there are three major outliers, and all have capitals as bloated as Bangkok, which is worrying. 

Those outliers are West Bengal, Karnataka and the new state of Telangana, which is too young to 
clearly trace the roots of its capital city’s dominance. Karnataka, however, is a classic case of missed 
geographic opportunity: a coastal state that never developed major ports, so it has never seen 
investment dollars move inland in search of cheaper land and labour, in the way that urban 
development moved inland in China, or even from Mumbai to Pune and Nashik. Its capital 
Bengaluru is nine times the size of Mysore, which seems to be falling off the map, with no regularly 
scheduled flights at the local airport, down from three per week a year ago. 

West Bengal is even more lopsided, and travelling through the state during the recent election, I was 
struck anew by how little has changed. In Kolkata there was a new optimism in the air, with business 
people buzzing over a construction boom, and the long-hapless government finally bestirring itself 
to pave some roads. But Kolkata with its 15 million people is eleven times more populous than the 
second city, Asansol. It’s encouraging to see Kolkata come alive, but it would be a more encouraging 
sign of balanced growth to see some second cities booming. 

The measure for India as a whole is different. By virtue of their size, countries with a population of 
more than 100 million should be able to generate a good number of growing urban areas, and so the 
relative size of the second city does not tell me much about the country. To get a sense of which 
countries in that cohort have dynamically growing regions leading to more balanced growth, I look 
at the broader rise of second-tier cities — meaning cities with more than a million people. 

In the developed world, there are only two countries with more than 100 million people, the US and 
Japan. And since 1985, 15 cities in the US have grown to have more than one million people, while 
in Japan the comparable number is one, Hamamatsu, an industrial city about 257km southwest of 
Tokyo. There are some obvious excuses for Japan, including its relatively small population and 
slower economic growth, but the rise of second cities has also been hampered by the tendency of 
Japanese policy makers to defend the status quo, including subsidizing people who want to stay in 
the countryside. 

The US, by contrast, is the only rich country that has seen massive internal migration, with a post-
WWII shift of more than 15% of the population from the old industrial areas of the Northeast and 
Midwest to the South and West. They have followed the flow of companies and jobs, which have 
moved to younger states with lower tax rates, less heavily unionized workforces, cheaper land and 
sunny environments made tolerable for summer office work by the spread of air conditioning since 
World War II. The biggest urban boom came in Las Vegas, which has mushroomed over the last 
three decades from a desert gambling town of half a million into a global tourist destination of 2.5 
million. 

There is a similar race going on in the class of mega-nations with more than a billion people, which 
has only two entries: China and India. And here China is winning. It has a remarkably large number 



of cities that started out with fewer than a quarter-million people three decades ago and 
mushroomed into metropolises of more than one million, and in some cases much more. In all, 
there are 19 such boom cities in China, led by Shenzhen with more than 10 million and the 
neighbouring city of Dongguan with more than 7 million. In a sense, the mass migration to the 
southwestern US has an even larger echo in China, where the move has been from inland provinces 
to the southeastern coast. 

Over the same time period in India, only two towns of under a quarter-million have emerged as 
cities of more than one million — Mallapuram and Kollam in Kerala — and their emergence is due 
largely to a relatively recent redrawing of the local administrative map. 

 

Of course, one reason for China’s lead is that its economy has grown much faster than India’s, and 
industrialization encourages urbanization. But even with that caveat, India has done less to develop 
second cities. Though China took a top-down approach to development, Beijing granted its lesser 
cities considerable authority to commandeer land or funnel bank loans into building projects. This 
was authoritarian-style development but with power dispersed to the local level. 

China created dynamic special economic zones (SEZs) to encourage growth in southeastern coastal 
provinces, led by Guangdong and Fujian. Shenzhen was a Guangdong fishing village before 1979, 
when Beijing turned the area into one of China’s first experiments in opening to foreign trade and 
investment. The resulting boom lifted neighbouring Dongguan and Zhuhai, which along with 
Shenzhen are three of China’s fastest-growing cities. In fourth place is Yiwu, an inland city in 

http://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/atm-howrah-bridge-4col.jpg


Zhejiang province that has prospered as the eastern terminus of the longest cargo railway line in the 
world, connecting China to Madrid. 

In contrast, India is a large and slow-moving democracy, where local opposition can block land 
development and the state still reserves huge swathes of urban land for itself. In my experience, no 
capital in the emerging world has a neighbourhood anything like Lutyens Delhi. This area includes a 
“bungalow zone” of hundreds of homes on more than 25 sq km owned almost entirely by the 
government and surrounded by verdant parklands and laced with wide tree-lined roads. In the 
emerging world, the only comparable government enclaves I know of are also in India, in the hearts 
of second-tier cities like Patna and Bareilly. 

India tried to create SEZs on the China model, but these zones have restrictive rules on the use of 
land and labour, so they have done little to create jobs or build urban populations. India’s outdated 
building codes discourage development in downtown areas and drive up prices, which is one reason 
average urban land prices are now twice as high in India as in China, according to the Global 
Property Guide. Though the once all-powerful government in Delhi has in recent decades ceded 
significant spending authority to chief ministers in India’s 29 states, that power has not filtered down 
to the mayoral level, and it shows. 

There are now 25 airports in India that stand unused, because they were built to serve cities that 
were expected to expand, but haven’t. When rural Indians do move to urban areas, they tend to 
choose the four megacities, with populations of over 10 million: Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, and 
Bengaluru. In fact, 17% of India’s urban population lives in these four megacities, a higher share 
than in China, where just 12% of the urban population lives in a total of six megacities. 

If China is a nation of boom cities, India is emerging as a land of creaking megacities, surrounded by 
small towns. The fault lies with leaders in the various capital cities who have not done enough to 
empower local leaders. The bureaucracy has stifled urban development and migration, while 
outdated land use laws discourage the use of land for building new cities. The result is that India has 
a serious imbalance in its economic geography, with too few second cities, growing too slowly. 
 

 

 

  



Gurcharan Das on Change in India and 

Lessons from the Mahabharata 
 

By Gurcharan Das 

February, 10, 2011 

 
After a 30-year career with U.S. consumer goods multinational Procter & Gamble, Gurcharan Das changed tack, writing two 

best-sellers: India Unbound, a narration of India’s history from gaining independence to its emergence as an information 

technology leader, and more recently, The Difficulty of Being Good: On the Subtle Art of Dharma, which examines 

contemporary moral issues using insight he gained studying the Mahabharata, the classic Indian epic. Das has also written a 

number of novels and plays, and is a columnist and contributing writer to a number of Indian and international newspapers. 

In addition to discussing the insight that the Mahabharata provides, Das spoke with India Knowledge@Wharton about India’s 

economic growth, and how it can overcome its nagging governance issues and excel in its competition with China. 

 

An edited transcript of the conversation follows. 

 

India Knowledge@Wharton: Do you think the recent global financial crisis could have been 

avoided? Can we ensure something like this will never occur again? 

 

Gurcharan Das: I don’t think we will be able to completely prevent such crises. Our hope is that 

enlightened regulation will help minimize them. The world is vishama — “uneven,” as the 

Mahabharata tells us — and this unevenness is the result of human flaws. Human flaws, as well as 

the “animal spirits” of human beings, create uncertainty and lead to such crises.Dharma, understood 

as “law,” can help reduce uncertainty. Ultimately, the best laws will not catch all the crooks. Hence, 

capitalist society depends on self-restraint, which is another meaning of dharma. The financial sector 

was less regulated. Instruments like derivatives are dangerous and ordinary people should not play 

around with them. Many companies have suffered because they did not understand them. Even 

some people who sold them did not understand how dangerous they are. 

India Knowledge@Wharton: You have become an expert on the Mahabharata. How long did it 

take you to write your book? 

 

Das: It took six years. My journey, however, began when I was 18 years old and I took a Sanskrit 

course from a great scholar, Daniel Ingalls, at Harvard. Although it was a long time ago, it gave me 

the confidence to tackle the Mahabharata today. I have realized that the education we receive in the 

Indian middle class makes it possible to study the great classics of the West. We read Plato and 

Marx, but not the classics of our tradition. We may hear the stories of the Mahabharata from our 

grandmothers or by reading Amar Chitra Katha comics, but we don’t read the epic. After writing India 

Unbound, I decided to read the Mahabharata. For two years, I was a student at the University of 



Chicago, where I sat alongside undergraduate and graduate students. As I studied the text, I learned 

to “interrogate” the Mahabharata. People ask, “Why did you have to go to Chicago, instead of say, 

Benares, to study Sanskrit or the Mahabharata?” The answer is that I did not want to escape into our 

past; I wanted the epic to speak to me today. I needed to engage in a process of critical inquiry. 

 

India Knowledge@Wharton: You discuss human traits and values in your book. In one of the 

earliest chapters, you talk about envy. Can you discuss that in the context of the behavior in India’s 

current market? 

 

Das: Let me give an example of how envy affects our business life. They did a survey at Harvard 

with the graduating class of 1987. The survey asked, “Would you rather earn US$100,000 or 

US$50,000?” Everyone wanted to earn the higher salary. But the survey said, “If you are earning 

US$100,000, your friends would be earning US$200,000, and if you earn US$50,000, your friends 

will be earning US$25,000.” Then, 83% switched their answer. It teaches you the role of envy. It also 

tells you that compensation is really relative. When I worked for Procter & Gamble in Bombay, our 

factory was next to the Philips factory, which had been on strike for the whole year. We were 

worried. One day I heard the union leader of the Philips plant tell his workers: “I don’t care if we 

ever open this factory … as long as this Dutch factory manager goes down.” Then, I understood 

that if the sin of capitalism is greed, the sin of socialism is envy. 

 

India Knowledge@Wharton: When you wrote India Unbound, you predicted the economic rise of 

India. Can you talk about that prognosis? 

 

Das: Even I did not imagine that we would grow at almost 9% for five years. Of course, now we are 

entering into another golden age of growth. In the next decade-and-a-half, India will turn into a 

middle-class country as has happened in many East Asian countries, and its age-old economic 

problems are likely to be solved. Poverty will not be wiped out, but it will come down to a 

manageable level. That’s the good news. The bad news is that prosperity is spreading in the midst of 

the most appalling governance. By governance, I don’t mean a politician caught with a bribe, as we 

saw in the run-up to the Commonwealth Games. The governance issues that concern me are the 

day-to-day transactions of the citizen with the state. Almost every transaction is morally flawed. 

Whether you want to get a birth certificate or a driver’s license, you have to give a bribe. 

Each day, one out of four teachers in a government-run primary school does not show up to work, 

and those who do show up are not teaching. Today, a primary school teacher is one of the highest-

paid people in a village. 

India Knowledge@Wharton: But India continues to grow, despite the governance issues and 

corruption. Is it because of demographics? 

Das: Many Indians believe their economy is growing despite the government. I like to say, “Our 

economy grows at night when the government is asleep.” Our economy is on autopilot. Of course, 

there are still many reforms to be done, but no politician can destroy our growth rate. The reason 



for optimism is the demographic dividend, certainly, but also Indian entrepreneurship. Because our 

success is from the bottom up, it is likely to be enduring. 

People make the mistake in believing that the race between India and China is about which country 

will become rich first. I believe both countries will become prosperous. The race between the two, if 

there is one, is going to be decided by which country will fix its government first. India will win if it 

fixes its governance first, and China will win if it fixes its politics first. China has good governance 

but no liberty; India has liberty but poor governance. You need both, and that will decide the 

race…. 

India Knowledge@Wharton: There is a new breed of entrepreneur in India, which want to take 

risks and is optimistic about the future. Maybe the new generation will break the mold? 

 

Das: I agree with you about the vibrancy of our entrepreneurship. But we still need the government, 

even more than economic reforms. It is more important to reform our institutions — the 

bureaucracy, the police, the judiciary. Prosperity will spread in India, but happiness will not until we 

fix our institutions, until we can get teachers back into school. To do that, we need to make our civil 

servants more accountable…. We have to adopt the idea that a civil service job is not for life. 

Besides the reform of our police and judiciary, we also need political reforms. 

 

India Knowledge@Wharton: But is there a generational shift? Do you see certain practices 

eroding with new members of parliament, much like new entrepreneurs who do business differently? 

 

Das: I often say that India has become the second-fastest economy with one hand tied behind its 

back. This refers to the failure of governance that an entrepreneur has to cope with. Imagine what 

could become of India if the second hand was untied. The Economist also cites the Indian 

entrepreneur as one of two reasons why India’s growth rate will overtake China’s in the next five 

years; the other reason is demographics. As for the political class, some young politicians are trying 

to break the mold, but alas, they are a tiny minority. Let us hope this will grow. 

 

India Knowledge@Wharton: The government delivers services to its citizens, and now a number 

of public-private partnerships are emerging to share that role. What about the corporate sector 

doing more to help improve public governance? 

 

Das: The government’s job is ultimately to govern. This means it has to ensure there is education, 

health, water [and other services]. It does not mean that the government has to produce these public 

services itself. It could do so by outsourcing to corporations and non-governmental organizations. A 

private company built the airport in Delhi, and it was one of the few items in the Commonwealth 

Games delivered on time and on budget. The same could happen with education and health. The 

government needs to redefine its role. Instead of trying to do everything through old bureaucracy, it 

could do it through public-private partnerships. There would be a lot more accountability if that 

happened. 



When Lakshmi Flows 
 

Published in Time of India, Chennai 

October 16, 2010 

 

Lakshmi is the goddess of wealth. One 

of her many names is, Chanchala, the 

restless and whimsical one, who does 

not like to stay in one place. She loves 

to move around and so people are 

advised not to keep images of her in the 

house where she is shown standing; she 

may feel unwelcome and she may leave. 

So in traditional images she is always 

shown seated comfortably on a lotus. 

The whole point of this rather visual 

characterization is to inform people that 

wealth loves to move. The value of 

wealth emerges only when it exchanges 

hands. Lakshmi’s symbol is her foot 

print and it is always drawn pointing into 

the house. The idea being to align the 

restless and mobile nature of the goddess 

with our own desire to see fortune favor 

us. 

Realizing the criticality of Lakshmi’s 

movement, rituals were created to 

encourage the flow of wealth in society. 

Typically, on festival days people were advised to wear new clothes. New clothes meant income for 

the weaver which in turn meant income for dyers, spinners and farmers who grew the cotton and silk. 

People were also encouraged to break old pots and buy new pots in festival time thereby boosting the 

income of potters and the economy. In festivals like Dhanteras, people are encouraged to buy metal, 

especially iron and gold which in turn helped metal smiths and miners. Another important ritual was 

the exchange of gifts, especially food items, either prepared at home or bought from the sweet shop 

and shared with friends and neighbors. During festival time, the arts were encouraged thereby 

providing livelihood to artists. Musicians, dancers, singers, street performers were invited by landlords 

to entertain the village. 



Wealth moved in three ways – Bhiksha, Daksina and Daan. Bhiksha was the lowest form where 

someone had to ask for it. Daksina was a service fee, commonly associated with priests, but also given 

to other service-providers. From this has come the practice of Bakshish. The best way to allow wealth 

to move was Daan, to give away wealth freely, voluntarily and generously. During festival time, all 

three forms of exchange were encouraged: Bhiksha to beggars, Daksina to priests and tradesmen, and 

Daan to everyone around. 

The ancient Vedic yagna could be seen an elaborate method to boost movement of Lakshmi. It was 

at this ceremony that wealth exchanged hands. The potters provided the bricks, the woodcutters 

provided the wood, the farmers provided the grain and the cotton, the herdsmen provided the milk 

and the ghee, the weavers provided the cloth, the carpenters provided the wooden implements. At the 

end of the ritual, everyone, including the Brahmin, got the gifts of the ceremony. And the patron 

ensured everyone left happy with grain and cloth and pots of ghee. 

As society evolved, the place where Lakshmi exchanged hands was the market place and the fairs. The 

fair was a temporary market place that moved from place to place, establishing itself during festival 

time, catering to the needs of devotees and pilgrims. In fact, India’s biggest market places are also 

India’s biggest pilgrimages, and the peak sales season is invariably festival time, indicating the close 

association of economy and religious practices. 

As one hears the story of Lakshmi and the importance given to new clothes and new vessels in rituals, 

one cannot help wonder if economy was in the minds of the Rishis when they designed the 

ceremonies. Lakshmi after all is the lifeblood of society. 

 

 

 

  



It’s not easy for women to own land in 
India. One woman died fighting for hers. 
INDIA’S DIVIDE | This is part of a series about oppression and violence 
against women in India as a rising generation collides with old social mores. 
 
By Annie Gowen, The Washington Post 
September 29 

 
SOHAGPUR, India — It was her land, she said, and she was tired of her uncle planting his wheat 

and grazing his cows on her property without paying rent. 

So in April, Leena Sharma traveled from her home in New Delhi to her ancestral village in central 

India to confront her uncle, a powerful community leader. She planned to build a fence to keep him 

off her 37 acres — and eventually sell the property. 

It was a bold move in a country where patriarchy remains deeply ingrained and where women have 

long been denied the legal right to own land. For Sharma, the consequences of asserting her 

property rights would prove deadly. First she disappeared. Then her half-naked corpse was found in 

a remote forest about six miles away. 



Leena Sharma, the 39-

year-old New Delhi 

woman killed over a 

land dispute. (Courtesy 

of Saad Bin Waqqas) 

The tensions 

between Sharma and 

her uncle had been 

building for years. 

Sharma, 39, left the 

area years earlier for 

a glamorous life in 

the capital of New 

Delhi and a career 

that culminated in a 

job at the prestigious 

American Embassy School. Independent and strong-minded, Sharma had been trying to protect a 

plot of farmland worth an estimated $250,000 for more than a decade and had complained to police 

about her distant uncle Pradeep Sharma several times, friends said. 

Pradeep Sharma is a tall man with a neatly clipped black beard, well known as a leader of the Indian 

National Congress, a political party dominated by the oldest political dynasty in the country. He 

could turn out hundreds for rallies by sheer force of his charm and often smoothed out electricity 

and water problems for local farmers. 

Pradeep Sharma with Leena Sharma’s nephew, seen in a 

family photo taken last year. (Annie Gowen/The Washington 

Post) 

It’s not easy for women to own property in India, where epic 

battles over ancestral land in large extended families have long 

favored sons. Succession laws passed in 1956 and amended in 

2005 attempted to make it easier for many Indian women to 

inherit property. But still, women own and operate less than 

13 percent of agricultural land in India, according to census 

data. 

Land activists say that even if laws are in place to ensure a 

woman’s inheritance, powerful societal forces exist that can 

wrest true control over property from the female owner. 



Women can be persuaded to give up their rights, disinherited or simply forced to turn over the 

administration of the property to the men in a family, experts say. 

Moreover, women in land disputes are often branded as witches, accused of practicing black magic 

in small towns and villages. From 2000 to 2014, 2,413 women were killed as witches in 12 Indian 

states, including Madhya Pradesh, where Sharma’s property was located, crime records show. 

When Leena Sharma went to her ancestral land to begin the process of demarcation in April, her 

friends — who knew of the animosity between the pair — warned her not to go to the isolated area 

alone, but she assured them she could handle it. 

“She was kind of scared, but she was a very strong woman. She said, ‘Don’t worry about me, I’ll 

manage,’ ” said Ritu Shukla, 38, a beautician in Bhopal. 

A few days later, Shukla rang one of Sharma’s cellphones and found that it was switched off. Her 

alarm grew as she checked the other phone — same response. 

Sharma had disappeared. 

Sharma, the daughter of civil servants, had enjoyed flouting convention even as a young girl — 

clipping her hair in a short pageboy, besting boys at arcade games and swimming on the state 

championship team. After college, she moved to Delhi and joined a large technology outsourcing 

company, working overnight to answer customer service inquiries. It was a familiar stop for 

ambitious young women migrating from Indian towns to cities at the time. 

“It was all fancy for her in Delhi. The nightlife, being independent and not answerable to anybody,” 

said her friend Swati Rawat, 33, a customer service manager in Noida, a suburb of Delhi. “She was 

not a traditional Indian woman. She never wanted kids. She said if her husband wanted her to cook, 

they’d be eating out or having salad.” 

By the time she fell in love, Sharma was earning enough to finance a flashy wedding — a ceremony 

held on a wide lawn at an auspicious time on the Hindu calendar. The marriage unraveled in a 

matter of months. 

Sharma’s life was in flux the day in April when she hopped into a clattery auto-rickshaw to head out 

to the property she owned. 

She told friends she had been laid off from her job at the American Embassy School. She had also 

signed up for a matchmaking service in hopes of finding love again. 

To celebrate, she had recently dragged Rawat all over Delhi looking for the perfect diamond ring — 

a single woman’s ring, a bright solitaire with two waves of tiny stones, her talisman of freedom and 

emancipation. She had haggled with each jeweler in her typical outspoken fashion, Rawat recalled. 



She brought that same tough attitude into the dealings with her uncle, Rawat said. Rawat had 

counseled Sharma to settle with him and allow him to stay on part of the property. But she was 

adamant. 

“She always said, ‘This belonged to my mother, and I would never let him even touch a seed that 

belongs to my mother,’ ” Rawat recalled. “It was sentimental for her.” 

“That land was not even hers!” Pradeep Sharma’s lawyer, Sher Khan, insisted one morning in 

Sohagpur, a sleepy hamlet of narrow lanes surrounded by wheat and soybean fields. He had just 

rolled up the shutter on his small storefront, a stifling room with a desk, bookshelves and a 

motionless ceiling fan. Other men who knew about the dispute quickly gathered. 

Leena was untrustworthy, they agreed, a divorcee, a “loose woman” who only came back to the area 

a few times a year to “abuse” her uncle and demand money. 

Bitter — even violent — land disputes are not uncommon in this part of Madhya Pradesh, where 

improvements in roads and connectivity, and new farming practices, have sent land prices up in 

recent years. The local constable estimates that 7 out of 10 slayings in the area are over property 

disputes. 

Ancestral land is particularly challenging, experts say, because official records that exist are often 

incomplete, wills nonexistent and illiteracy a hampering factor. Male heirs often have a distinct 

advantage, although in the past decade women increasingly have been asserting their rights to 

property, according to Govind Kelkar, a senior adviser to Landesa, a group that works for land 

rights for the poor. 

In a recent survey of cases in 300 district 

courts by Daksh, a Bangalore nonprofit 

that analyzes the Indian judiciary, about 

66 percent of litigants in civil cases were 

embroiled in land disputes. 

 

In Leena Sharma’s case, she ended up 

with about 37 acres, a portion of which 

she co-owned with her sister, including 

farmland, a tiny temple and a ramshackle 

cowshed. A separate suit brought by 

predominantly male relatives was stalled 

in court, clouding the ownership issue 

further. 



Ultimately, the local 

revenue office 

determined that Pradeep 

Sharma had illegally 

encroached upon about 

10 acres of Leena’s land. 

But he did not see it that 

way. 

His wife, Seema, 47, a 

teacher in a local school, 

said that the couple had 

every right to the 

property because her 

husband had been living 

on the land for decades, and that older family members had said the land belonged to him. 

“While we lived there, we were told that this land is ours,” she said. “I once spoke to Leena when 

she was visiting and said that we are all family and we should be there for each other. Leena told me, 

‘Auntie, we will give you this land.’ ” 

Police saw nothing amiss at first when Pradeep Sharma arrived, with Leena’s elder sister in tow, at 

the low-slung concrete police station one afternoon in May to report Leena missing. She had last 

been seen on April 29 after she had worked with tax assessors to chalk off the property to install a 

fence. 

Over cups of tea with officers he knew well, Pradeep Sharma, who seemed oddly unconcerned 

about his niece’s welfare, suggested she might have gone with friends to a nearby town, or off to 

Bangkok, police said. But as the days went by and Leena’s friends continued pressuring police for 

action, they turned to Pradeep Sharma’s employees for answers. 

When Leena Sharma arrived on a hot April day to oversee workers constructing the fence around 

the property, she was met by her uncle and two male assistants, investigators eventually learned. 

The three had come to try to persuade her to stop the fencing, one of Pradeep Sharma’s employees 

told police. They argued, and Leena tried to flee, getting caught as she tried to scale a barbed-wire 

fence, one of the workers who witnessed the scene, Pratap Khuswaha, recalled in an interview. 

The men with her uncle started beating her, he said. “They hit her with sticks and stones. They must 

have hit her at least 25 times.” Pradeep Sharma threw a rock, he said. 



The laborers fled, terrified that they would be beaten themselves. At a safe remove, they watched as 

the uncle’s two assistants covered Leena Sharma and took her away in a small tractor. Pradeep 

Sharma followed on his motorcycle. 

Police say Pradeep Sharma’s employees later confessed that they had gone into the forest, where 

they dug a pit and deposited the half-naked corpse, pouring urea fertilizer and salt over it before 

covering it up. 

“They did an inhuman thing to a woman,” said Arjun Uikey, the subdivision officer of police in 

Sohagpur. “Fine, you have killed her. But bury her with dignity instead of stripping her clothes off. 

You understand the animalistic mode of the men involved.” 

They burned her purse and other items and, in a plot twist apparently inspired by a Bollywood 

movie, threw both her cellphones onto a moving train. The two assistants broke down and 

confessed during an interrogation, police said, leading investigators to the burial site. Pradeep 

Sharma ultimately said he acted in self-defense after Leena had assaulted him, according to police. 

He said that he had gotten into an argument with his niece and that she fell during a scuffle and 

suffered a fatal head injury. 

Khan, Pradeep Sharma’s lawyer, says his client is innocent. 

“The cops have made up the story. Nobody knows what happened with the murder,” he said. 

Sharma and his two assistants — Gorelal Marskole and Rajendra Kumre — were charged with 

murder, conspiracy, destruction of evidence, offending the modesty of a woman and other crimes, 

and remain jailed without bond. The trial could take years. 

“A woman who is independent and wears Western clothes is considered a loose woman,” said one 

of Leena’s friends, Saad Bin Waqqas, 38, a sales manager from Bhopal. “This is how they perceive 

things. These are uneducated people. They could have easily been incited to take it upon their honor 

to kill her. 

“That land took her life,” Bin Waqqas continued. “They did not just kill a woman, they silenced an 

independent voice.” 

A handful of relatives organized the Hindu last rites at a cremation ground in Bhopal. After prayers 

were said, Sharma’s body, wrapped in a white cloth, was set on fire. 

The diamond ring — her emancipation ring, symbol of her independence — was not with her, as 

Rawat had hoped. 

When they dug up her body the day before, it was nowhere to be found. 



Caste Is Not Past 
 
By Lavanya Sankaran, Sunday Review 
June 15, 2013 
 
BANGALORE, India — CASTE is not a word that modernizing India likes to use. It has receded 
to the unfashionable background. Newspapers reserve their headlines for the newer metrics of social 
hierarchy: wealth and politics, and those powerful influencers of popular culture, actors and cricket 
stars. 
There are two stories we tell ourselves in urban India. One is about how education transforms lives. 
It is the golden key to the future, allowing people to rise above the circumstances of their birth and 
background. And sometimes, it does. In my own neighborhood, a few sons and daughters of cooks 
and gardeners are earning their engineering and business degrees, and sweeping their families into 
the middle class. Not many, certainly. But enough that this is a valid hope, a valid dream. 

The other story is about how the last two decades of economic growth have fundamentally changed 
the country, creating jobs and income and nurturing aspiration where earlier there was none. New 
money and an increasingly powerful middle class are supposedly displacing the old social hierarchies. 

These are exciting stories, even revolutionary in a country where, for centuries, the social order was 
considered immutable. Traditionally, Indian society was divided into four main castes. At the top, 
Brahmins, as priests and teachers; second came the Kshatriyas, the warriors and rulers; third, 
Vaishyas, who were merchants; last, Shudras, the laborers. And below them all, the Dalits, or 
untouchables, called Harijans, or “children of God,” by Mahatma Gandhi (for indeed, who isn’t?). 

The castes were ostensibly professional divisions but were locked firmly into place by birth and a 
rigid structure of social rules that governed interaction between and within them. 

That, famously, was then. Discrimination based on caste has been illegal in India for more than six 
decades. In today’s urban India, this land of possibility, separated from rural India by cultural and 
economic chasms, it seems reactionary even to speak of caste. Certainly it shouldn’t — and usually 
doesn’t — come up at work or at play or in the apartment elevator. 

If it features in urban conversations at all, it is defanged, reduced to cultural stereotypes and 
amusing-if-annoying tropes that never bother with political correctness. Gujarati Baniyas of the 
Vaishya caste have a keen eye on finance. Tamil Brahmins do math and classical music. Nobody 
parties or fights harder than a Punjabi Khatri (of the Kshatriyas). It’s the equivalent, in America, of 
expecting the Asian kid to have good grades, the black man to be the best dancer and the Jewish guy 
to be well-read and have some slight mother issues. 

As India transforms, one might expect caste to dissolve and disappear, but that is not happening. 
Instead, caste is making its presence felt in ways similar to race in modern America: less important 
now in jobs and education, but vibrantly alive when it comes to two significant societal markers — 
marriage and politics. 



No surprise on that first one. Inter-caste marriages in India are on the rise but still tend to be the 
province of the liberal few. For much of the country, with its penchant for arranged marriages and 
close family ties, caste is still a primary determinant in choosing a spouse. 

Politics is where caste has gotten a surprising new lease on life. After money and education, 
democracy is, of course, the third powerful force transforming Indian society. But Indians, it turns 
out, are passionate about the caste of their politicians. Nearly half of the voting population of even a 
highly educated city like Bangalore considers caste to be the No. 1 reason to vote for a candidate. 

Democracy gives power to people who previously had none. But, like race, caste can shift political 
discussions from present-day merit to payback for historical injustices. 

Six decades of democratic statehood have attempted to correct the imbalances of the past through 
“reservation” — job and education quotas for the so-called backward castes, like the Dalits. This 
program has been effective, in a fairly hit-or-miss fashion. Some say that nearly all university seats 
are reserved for lower castes, effectively blocking Brahmins from higher education. Others point out 
that the vast majority of high paying jobs are still in the hands of the top three castes. 

This, then, is the problem of discussing caste in India: the profound lack of information and 
contradictory data on the subject. Succeeding governments for years shied away from gathering 
caste-based data, preferring, with obscure political wisdom, to enact their policies in the dark. This 
changed in 2011, with the first Indian census to visit the subject in eight decades. 

The ostensible reason for the caste census was to see where we were economically. But let’s have no 
doubt, the impact will be political. 

Indian political parties have played caste politics for years. The powerful Dravida Munnetra 
Kazhagam party and its derivatives have thrived on an anti-Brahmin platform in Tamil Nadu. The 
compelling rise of Mayawati, a Dalit woman who goes by one name, to chief minister of Uttar 
Pradesh was built on the support of her caste. But, once in office, her reputation as one of the 
world’s most influential female politicians was marred by corruption and mismanagement in her 
administration. Last year, her party lost control of Uttar Pradesh’s legislative assembly, and Ms. 
Mayawati resigned her position. Now, in an intriguing twist, she hopes to regain power by wooing 
not just Dalits but also Brahmins, arguing that the latter are newly marginalized. 

The census results will give strategists their best tools for precisely targeting voters and tailoring 
campaign messages to caste concerns and fears. Caste will probably grow as a voter focal point, at 
the expense of administrative competency in economics, education, foreign policy, women’s rights, 
the environment and every other vital matter of governance that concerns a growing India. 

So that is the fascinating conundrum of Indian society: on one hand, caste is losing its virility as 
India opens up opportunities and mind-sets, while on the other, the forces of democratic politics 
ensure that it will thrive and never be forgotten as a crucial social index. 

 

 

 



Excerpt from Detours 
Songs of the Open Road 
 
By Salil Tripathi 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 





 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Excerpt from Light on Life 
The Yoga Journey to Wholeness, Inner Peace, and Ultimate Freedom 
 

By B.K.S. Iyengar 

 

 

 







 



 



 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Excerpt from Essence of the Bhagavad 

Gita 
A Contemporary Guide to Yoga, Meditation & Indian Philosophy 
 

By Eknath Easwaran 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 



 







 









 







 















 


